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Technology - and what is behind it

Lay people informing themselves about air purification devices are faced with numer-
ous different technical details, but are poorly able to judge them. We will explain  
the technical options available on the market and explain why we designed the  
AmbiCube as we did.

Filtration or irradiation?
Most room air purifiers, such as the AmbiCube, 
rely on classic filtration. However, some units 
on the market use UVC technology. Ultraviolet 
light of the correct intensity and wavelength 
is used for disinfection to render viruses less 
harmful. The benefit of this technology is that 
UVC units are considerably more silent than 
filtration systems.

As Keller Lufttechnik describes it, however, 
the disadvantages prevail: UVC room air puri-
fiers are usually limited to only a few cubic 
meters at a time, so that many devices are 
needed to filter the air inside a room several 
times per hour. With prices sometimes run-
ning higher than those of filter systems, this 
is not a very cost-efficient solution. In addi-
tion, the energy required for UVC systems is 
significantly higher. Also the development of 
hazardous ozone is not always fully known.

UVC systems work efficiently only within a 
certain range of temperatures. If this range is 
exceeded or falls below the operating range, 
the efficiency of the systems decreases rapid-
ly. This also occurs if the UV lamp is dirty. The 
devices, however, destroy the viruses solely 
by UV light and do not filter them out of the 
air. The particles will thus return to the room 
eventually. If the viruses have therefore not 
been reliably irradiated with UV light over a 
certain period of time and fully destroyed, 
they will remain active and remain harmful. 
For these reasons, Keller Lufttechnik relies on 
proven filtration techniques.

Inactivating viruses using additional methods
Some systems on the market heat the filter 
media to render viruses harmless. Keller 
Lufttechnik has decided against heating for 
several reasons. One is that heating to 100 
degrees Celsius or more poses a certain risk 
of fire, especially when a room air purifier is 
left unattended. Hot housing surfaces can  

also pose a safety risk. Moreover, the process 
increases the energy consumption of the air 
purifier and thus the operating costs. Ulti-
mately, this step in the process is actually  
redundant. Dr. Daniel Dobslaw from the  
University of Stuttgart reviewed the current  
research situation and confirmed this opinion 
(see article on p. 8). > 

Ulrich Stolz (left) and Oliver Haase will be pleased to 
answer any technical queries you may have.
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The reason is that the constant air flow continuously keeps the filter 
medium dry. This causes the viruses to lose the moist aerosol environ-
ment they require to be active and infectious. This drying effect renders 
them harmless within a brief period of time, which has been confirmed 
from experience in the medical field. For decades, HEPA H14 filters 
have been exclusively used there, without any additional processes 
needed to inactivate the viruses.

Which air flow is reasonable?
Some market competitors' devices pull in the room air at the top and 
release it, cleaned, from the device at the bottom. The AmbiCube from 
Keller Lufttechnik operates in reverse - using the simple laws of phys-
ics: airborne pollutants descend over time. It is therefore logical to 
capture them at this point, filter them and let the purified air flow out 
the top of the unit. The outlet at the top of the AmbiCube directs the 
outflowing air upwards. From there, the purified air cascades down the 
sides. This air simultaneously pushes the polluted air down, where it is 
captured by the AmbiCube. This cyclical effect further enhances the 
efficiency of this process.
If the air outlet is located close to the ground, however, particles and 
aerosols that are already sinking to the ground would be swirled up 
again by the impulse and re-distributed throughout the room. An unde-
sirable effect.

There are also room air purifiers on the market that allow the purified 
air to be discharged at the top of the device, but have placed the air 
outlet on the side of the housing. As a result, the purified air flows out 
horizontally. Depending on the position, this can generate an uncom-
fortable draft at head level. But even more crucial is that it creates a 
seeming air current short-circuit. This means that air that has just been 
cleaned is drawn directly back through the air flow to the bottom of the 
unit and aspirated again. The rest of the room air would remain  
unchanged. The unit would purify the same air over and over again.
 
The AmbiCube therefore offers air capturing at ground level and a  
vertical outlet at the top of the unit.

Do I need a separate silencer?
The AmbiCube does not require an additional silencer. Keller Lufttechnik 
has decided not to offer an accessory, but to install adequate insulation 
at the factory. Each AmbiCube contains 2.20 square meters of insulat-
ing material. 

Which filter medium is appropriate?
A HEPA H13 filter is similarly common in air purifiers as a HEPA H14 
filter. However, at an efficiency of 99.995 percent, the HEPA H14 filter 
is ten times more effective than a HEPA H13 filter, which captures 
99.95 percent of particles. Keller Lufttechnik selected the components 
for the AmbiCube with the goal of producing a room air purifier that is 
as high-quality, safe and effective as possible. It should not only create 
a feeling of safety, but also actually provide such safety. HEPA H14 fil-
ters have been used for many years in the medical sector, for example 
in operating rooms. Studies also advise HEPA H14 filters for the filtra-
tion of Covid-19 viruses. With this caliber of filter, the AmbiCube there-
fore provides the best possible level of protection from airborne viruses 
in enclosed spaces during the current pandemic. 

Which additional functions are available?
Customers can find room air purifiers with different features on the 
market. Some devices are equipped with digital screens, timers, apps 
or CO2 controls. Keller Lufttechnik has deliberately dispensed with 
such special features and has not integrated any electronic controls. 
The intent behind the design of the AmbiCube is ease of use. This solu-
tion also ensures an attractive price and minimizes potential problems 
during operation and handling. The sole focus is entirely on filtering 
airborne viruses effectively. <

Mechanical filtration at its best: The AmbiCube


